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Lark Hill Place

Lark Hill Place at Salford Museum and Art Gallery is a

reconstructed street from 1918 that is open for all to

explore. It is named after the mansion house built on the

site of the museum by James Ackers in the 18th or 19th

century. 

The street was created in 1955 from salvaged features

from houses and shops  from the local area that would

have otherwise been demolished. The resulting street

captures past living conditions in Salford by displaying

products and objects from daily life.

The street is constructed using original shop fronts and

objects. It includes a cloggers, a dressmakers, a toy shop, a

pub, a cottage and a range of other shops that serve as a

great starting point for activities and conversations. 
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Weekdays (Tue-Fri) in term time are

usually quieter unless a school is visiting – it

is possible to call ahead to ask if there’ll be a

school in on the day you want to visit.

Schools are more likely to be there in the

mornings than the afternoons

The Art Gallery which is in the same

building as Lark Hill Place has Memories

Matter reminiscence boxes that can be

borrowed for free by care providers, and

Art Box creative resources which are for

running creative activity with people with

dementia in a community setting. 

Tips for visitors to Lark Hill Place

There are no specific dementia friendly acivities

at present but staff are always on hand around

Lark Hill Place and are happy to talk to visitors

about the street and shops. 

All visitors are encouraged to explore at their own

pace and with their own agenda. 

There are a range of hands on elements (subject

to Covid guidelines) that are accesible to all.

These include museum items that visitors can

handle such as old weights from shops, and items

that would have been for sale in the shops on

Lark Hill Place. 

During school holidays the museum is aiming to

start having handling objects out on again, and

any visitors are welcome to come and have a look

and chat to the team. 
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Accessibility

Free entry.

Three accessible parking spaces for blue

badge holders adjacent to the museum

entrance.

Ramp into the building for wheelchair and

pram access.

A lift is available which provides step free

access to all floors.

Adequate seating is located throughout.

Accessible toilet facilities.

Tactile items are available to handle.

Information for visitors

Lark Hill Place is open from 9.30am - 4pm from

Tuesday to Friday, and from 11.30am - 4pm on

Saturday amd Sunday.

There is lovely cafe which is open at the same

time as Lark Hill Place.

The museum is free and open to all.

The museum is easily accessible by public

transport and by car. There is limited paid

parking but there are three accessible bays for

badge holders in front of the building. For full

access information please visit:

www.salfordmuseum.com

Address: Salford Museum & Art Gallery, Peel

Park, The Crescent, Salford, M5 4WU

Telephone: 0161 778 0800

Email: salford.museum@scll.co.uk

mailto:salford.museum@scll.co.uk
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Shop Charades

Have a look at the different shops on Lark

Hill Place - or look at pictures of shops.

Work together to try to come up with a

movement that represents each of the

different shops.

Explain that you are going to take turns to

choose a shop and do the movement that

represents that shop. Then the other person

has to try and guess which shop is being

represented as quickly as possible. 

If you feel confident you could see how

many you can guess in a minute!

Activities Inspired by 

Lark Hill Place

The following pages include a selection of activities

inspired by Lark Hill Place for you to try. They work

really well in the gallery, but most of them can also

work at home, or anywhere else for that matter!

The ideas are intended as a starting point, rather

than something to stick to rigidly. You may find that

different groups / individuals take to particular

exercises more than others. If this is the case, try to

have the confidence to allow that exercise time to

run its course, to expand, or to evolve into

something else entirely. 

Remember - if people are engaging in creative

activity and conversation, then the activity is a

success! We hope that you enjoy giving them a try. 
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Shopping Stories

Explain that you are going to talk about the

shops and markets that you like visiting.

Where do you like to go shopping?

What is it like in the different places that

you like shopping?

Do you prefer markets, small shops, or big

shopping centres?

What may you see at the shops that you like

visiting?

Who may you meet in the shops?

Any other questions that you come up with

as you go along…

Money and Shopping Game

Decide upon an amount of money that you have

got to "spend" in the game - if you have got

Monopoly money it can be fun to use some

physical money!

If you were visiting the shops on Lark Hill Place 

 what would you buy? 

Where would you spend your money? 

Would you buy a treat for yourself, or would you

buy essentials for your home? 

Which shop or stall would you choose to shop at? 

Who is the owner of that shop or stall? 

What is the owner like? 

Would you bargain with them, or offer the asking

price for the item that you want to buy?

Would you spend all your money or save some

for another day?
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I went to the shop and I
bought....

Choose one of the shops on Lark Hill Place

to focus on.

One person starts by saying "I went to the

shop and bought..." a something beginning

with A (eg apple) from the chosen shop.

The next person says "I went to the shop

and bought..." then something beginning

with B (eg basket)

Work through the alphabet together. And

remember your answers can be as creative

as you choose!

Shop Sensory Poem 

Work together to choose your favourtie shop or

building on Lark Hill Place.

Explain that you are going to write a poem

inspired by the place that you have chosen - you

are going to ask questions, and as you both

respond you will write down what you say.

Begin by asking what you can SEE in the shop.

Try to list as many things as they can and be as

descriptive as possible! 

Next ask what you would be able to HEAR. Then

go onto SMELL, and TASTE (this one may not

work for all the locations!) Finally ask how the

place makes you FEEL.

When you finished and run out of ideas read

back all of the words that you have written - this

will form your poem.

Finally see if you can come up with a title

together.


